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6/160 Courses
Designed and Taught by Professoriate Staff
Mega-, Regular, Experiential, OPCs, CCGEs

Innovative
Interdisciplinary
International
Impact

Experiments in Learning

Creative Transdisciplinary Capacities

Personal Growth

Ethics on the Ground

Science & Technology
Humanities & Arts
Global Issues

Inspired Pragmatism

Jump-Starting Careers

China

The University of Hong Kong
COMMONCORE

on the Move

CC Student Ambassadors
Cumulative GPA Policy
Communication Intensive Classes (CIC)
CC Transdisciplinary Minors
HKU Summer School
CC Global Experiences
Transdisciplinary Research Exchange & Nomads
CCPLUS
Open Platform Seminars
CLASS China Liberal Arts Summer Sessions
Hong Kong Learning Partners

Student Learning Festival Each Semester
COMMONCORE
THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
What will you do with your one wild and precious life?

-Mary Oliver-
Consultants? Coffee? Create!

Gray: lindgren@hku.hk
Engage~Experiment~Enjoy!